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INTRODUCTION

areas. Clinical and epidemiological data on VHFs are 
sparse; outbreaks are sporadic and unexpected, and 
typically develop in geographical areas where cultural 
customs and logistical barriers encumber systematic 
investigations.

Because many VHFs spread easily in hospitals to 
patients and staff alike, causing high morbidity and 
mortality, they gained public notoriety in the past 
decade from the enormous interest and fear gener-
ated by the news media. Ebola, an HF virus with a 
high case-fatality rate (near 90% in some outbreaks), 
dramatic clinical presentation, and lack of effective 
specific treatment, was highly publicized when a new 
Ebola species was isolated in a suburb of Washington, 
DC, in 1989.1 Progress in understanding the genesis of 
the pathophysiological changes that make Ebola and 
other HF viral infections of humans so devastating has 
been slow, primarily because special containment is 
required to safely work with most of these viruses.

Many of the VHF agents are highly infectious by 
aerosol. Most VHF agents are also stable as respirable 
aerosols, which means that they satisfy at least one 
criterion for weaponization, and some have potential 
as biological terrorism and warfare threats. Most of 
these agents replicate in cell culture to concentrations 
sufficiently high to create a small terrorist weapon, one 
suitable for introducing lethal doses of virus into the 
air intake of an airplane or office building. Some rep-
licate to higher concentrations, with obvious potential 
ramifications. Because the VHF agents cause serious 
diseases with high morbidity and mortality, their 
existence as endemic disease threats and as potential 
biological warfare weapons suggests a formidable 
potential impact on public health.

Viral hemorrhagic fever (VHF) is an acute febrile 
syndrome characterized by systemic involvement, 
which includes generalized bleeding in severe infec-
tions. Patients with VHF manifest combinations of 
malaise, prostration, generalized signs of increased 
vascular permeability, and coagulation abnormalities. 
Although the more severely ill patients manifest bleed-
ing, this does not result in a life-threatening loss of 
blood volume. To a certain extent, however, it indicates 
damage to the vascular endothelium and is an index 
of disease severity in specific target organs. Much of 
the disease appears to be caused by dysregulation of 
the innate immune response, although replication of 
these hemorrhagic fever (HF) viruses in target cells 
and tissues can directly contribute to the pathological 
manifestations of VHF. Factors that may contribute to 
this subversion of the host immune response include 
the rapid infection and impairment of dendritic cells, 
a sudden and enigmatic death of lymphocytes, and the 
release of a variety of mediators from virus-infected 
cells that subsequently alter vascular function and 
trigger the coagulation disorders that epitomize these 
infections.

The viral agents causing severe HF, which are 
taxonomically diverse, are all single-stranded RNA 
viruses that can infect humans through contact with 
contaminated animal reservoirs or arthropod vectors. 
Under natural conditions, these viruses cause signifi-
cant infectious diseases, although their geographical 
ranges may be tightly circumscribed. The relatively 
recent advent of jet travel coupled with human de-
mographics increase the opportunity for humans to 
contract these infections; from time to time, sporadic 
cases of VHF are exported from endemic areas to new 

HISTORY AND EPIDEMIOLOGY

Natural Disease

Under natural conditions members of the Arena-
viridae, Bunyaviridae, Filoviridae, and Flaviviridae (Table 
13-1) that cause VHF have specific geographic distribu-
tion and diverse modes of transmission. Although the 
natural reservoir for Filoviridae remains unknown, as a 
group, the HF viruses are linked to the ecology of their 
vectors or reservoirs, whether rodents or arthropods. 
These characteristics have great significance not only 
in the natural transmission cycle for arenaviruses and 
bunyaviruses (rodents to humans) and for flaviviruses 
(arthropods), but also in the potential for nosocomial 
transmission. Most reservoirs tend to be rural, and 

a patient’s history of being in a rural locale is an im-
portant factor to consider when reaching a diagnosis. 
Human-to-human spread is possible for most of the HF 
viruses. The majority of person-to-person spread has 
been attributed to direct contact with infected blood 
and body fluids. Airborne transmission of VHF agents 
appears to be an infrequent event, but cannot categori-
cally be excluded as a mode of transmission.

Arenaviridae

The name arena is derived from the Latin words 
“arenosus” (sandy) and “arena” (sand) in recogni-
tion of the sand-like ribosomal contents of virions in 
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thin section under the electron microscope. The fam-
ily Arenaviridae contains a single genus, Arenavirus. 
However, the arenaviruses are divided into an Old 
World group (eg, Lassa virus) and a New World group 
(South American and North American HF viruses) 
by phylogenetic analysis of RNA and serology. The 
New World complex is further divided into three 
major clades: A, B, and C. All of the viruses caus-
ing HF belong to clade B.2 Arenaviruses survive in 
nature by a lifelong association with specific rodent 
reservoirs. Rodents spread the virus to humans, and 
outbreaks can usually be related to some perturbation 
in the ecosystem that brings humans in contact with 
rodents or material contaminated by rodent products. 
Arenaviruses initiate infection in the nasopharyngeal 
mucosa. 

Lassa fever made a dramatic appearance in 1969 
when an American nurse working at a modest mis-
sion station in Lassa, a small town in northeastern 

Nigeria, became ill and started a chain of nosocomial 
infections that extended from healthcare workers in 
Africa to laboratory workers in the United States. 
Lassa virus produces Lassa fever, a major febrile dis-
ease of West Africa that causes 10% to 15% of adult 
febrile admissions to the hospital and perhaps 40% 
of nonsurgical deaths.3 Lassa virus infects 100,000 to 
300,000 people annually in West Africa, kills 5,000 to 
10,000, and leaves approximately 30,000 deaf.3,4 Lassa 
fever causes high mortality in pregnant women and 
is also a pediatric disease. Most Lassa virus infections 
are traceable to contact with the carrier rodent, the rat 
(Mastomys natalensis), but nosocomial transmission 
is also possible. Lassa fever has periodically been 
imported to Europe, the United States, Canada, and 
Japan by travelers from West Africa.5 Since 2000 at 
least five fatal Lassa fever cases have occurred in the 
United Kingdom, Germany, the Netherlands, and the 
United States.6,7

TABLE 13-1

VIRAL HEMORRHAGIC FEVERS OF HUMANS

Virus Family Virus Disease Natural Distribution Source Incubation (Days)
	 Genus

Arenaviridae
 Arenavirus Lassa Lassa fever West Africa Rodent 5–16 
  Junin Argentine HF South America Rodent 7–14 
  Machupo Bolivian HF South America Rodent 9–15
  Sabia Brazilian HF South America Rodent 7–14 
  Guanarito Venezuelan HF South America Rodent 7–14
  Whitewater  Unnamed HF North America Rodent Unknown
  Arroyo

Bunyaviridae
 Nairovirus Crimean-Congo HF Crimean-Congo HF Africa, Central Asia, Eastern  Tick 3–12
    Europe, Middle East
 Phlebovirus Rift Valley fever Rift Valley fever Africa, Saudi Arabia, Yemen Mosquito 2–6
 Hantavirus Agents of HFRS HFRS Asia, Balkans, Europe* Rodent 9–35

Filoviridae
 Ebolavirus† Ebola Ebola HF Africa Unknown 2–21
 Marburgvirus	 Marburg Marburg HF Africa Unknown 2–14

Flaviviridae
 Flavivirus Dengue Dengue HF Asia, Africa, Pacific, Americas Mosquito Unknown
  Yellow fever Yellow fever Africa, tropical Americas Mosquito 3–6
  Omsk HF Omsk HF Central Asia Tick 2–9
  Kyasanur forest  Kyasanur forest  India Tick 2–9
  disease disease

HF: hemorrhagic fever; HFRS: hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome
*The agents of hantavirus pulmonary syndrome were isolated in North America.
†There are four species of Ebola: Zaire, Sudan, Reston, and Ivory Coast.
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Argentine HF (AHF) was described in 1943, and 
Junin virus was first isolated from one of its victims in 
1958. Junin virus, which is carried by field voles such 
as Calomys musculinus and Calomys laucha, is primarily 
associated with agricultural activities in the pampas of 
Argentina, where there have been 300 to 600 cases per 
year since 1955.8 Transmission is airborne from fomites, 
contaminated food or water, or abrasions to the skin. 
Direct person-to-person transmission is rare.

In 1959 physicians at the Beni department of Bolivia 
noted a sporadic hemorrhagic illness in patients from 
rural areas, which soon became known as Bolivian 
HF. In 1963 Machupo virus was isolated from patients 
with Bolivian HF, and shortly thereafter voles (Calo-
mys callosus) were identified as the rodent reservoir.9 
Machupo virus produced several outbreaks of disease 
in the 1960s, but more recently Bolivian HF has mani-
fested only sporadically; there was a cluster of cases in 
1994. Transmission is through contaminated food and 
water and direct contact through breaks in the skin; 
there is only rare documentation of human-to-human 
transmission.

In 1989 an outbreak of VHF involving several 
hundred patients in the municipality of Guanarito, 
Portuguesa state, Venezuela, led to the isolation of 
Guanarito virus and identification of its probable ani-
mal reservoir, the cotton rat (Sigmodon hispidus).10 Sabia 
virus caused a fatal VHF infection in Brazil in 1990,11 
a severe laboratory infection in Brazil in 1992, and 
another laboratory-acquired infection in the United 
States in 1994. The most recently recognized arenavi-
rus linked to VHF is Whitewater Arroyo virus, which 
apparently caused three fatal cases of HF in California 
between 1999 and 2000.12

Bunyaviridae

Of the five genera that comprise the family Bunya-
viridae, three genera contain viruses that cause HF: (1) 
Phlebovirus (eg, Rift Valley fever virus); (2) Nairovirus 
(eg, Crimean-Congo HF virus); and (3) Hantavirus (eg, 
Hantaan virus). Bunyaviridae is transmitted by arthro-
pods (primarily mosquitoes, ticks, and phlebotomine 
flies), or, as is the case for hantaviruses, by contact with 
rodents or rodent products. Transmission by aerosol 
is also documented.

The phlebovirus Rift Valley fever (RVF) virus, 
which causes RVF, is a significant human pathogen. 
Outbreaks of this major African disease often reflect 
unusual increases in mosquito populations.13 RVF 
virus, which primarily affects domestic livestock, 
can cause epizootic disease in domestic animals. RVF 
was first described in 1931 as an enzootic hepatitis 
among sheep, cattle, and humans in Kenya.14 During 

1950–1951, an epizootic of RVF in Kenya resulted in 
the death of about 100,000 sheep. An RVF epizootic can 
lead to an epidemic among humans who are exposed 
to diseased animals. Risk factors for human infection 
include contact with infected blood, especially in 
slaughterhouses, and handling of contaminated meat 
during food preparation. Exposure to aerosols of RVF 
virus is a potential source of infection for laboratory 
workers. In 2000 RVF spread for the first time beyond 
the African continent to Saudi Arabia and Yemen, af-
fecting both livestock and humans.15 

Crimean-Congo HF (CCHF) is a zoonotic disease 
transmitted not only through the bite of at least 29 spe-
cies of ticks, of which Hyalomma marginatum is the most 
important, but also by exposure to infected animals or 
their carcasses, contact with blood and bodily secre-
tions of infected persons, and by aerosol. The agent 
of CCHF is a Nairovirus. Although descriptions of this 
illness can be traced to antiquity, this disease was first 
recognized in 1944–1945 when a large outbreak oc-
curred in the Steppe region of western Crimea among 
Soviet troops and peasants helping with the harvest. 
In 1956 a similar illness was identified in a febrile 
child from what was then the Belgian Congo (now the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo), but it was not until 
1969 that researchers realized that the pathogen caus-
ing Crimean HF was the same as that responsible for 
the illness in the Congo. The linkage of the two place 
names resulted in the current name for the disease 
and the virus. CCHF is endemic in many countries in 
Africa, Europe, and Asia; it causes sporadic, yet par-
ticularly severe, VHF in endemic areas.16 CCHF is often 
associated with small, hospital-centered outbreaks, 
owing to the profuse hemorrhage and highly infective 
nature of this virus in humans exposed by aerosol. An 
HF outbreak on the Pakistani-Afghan border during 
the 2001–2002 US campaign against terrorists is sus-
pected to have been caused by the CCHF virus, and 
various media outlets have reported that CCHF was 
confirmed by a laboratory in South Africa.

Hantaviruses, unlike other bunyaviruses, are not 
transmitted by infected arthropods; rather, contact with 
infected rodents and their excreta leads to most human 
infections. However, person-to-person transmission 
was described during a recent outbreak of hantavirus 
pulmonary syndrome (HPS) in southwest Argentina,17 

and researchers have also documented transmission by 
aerosol.18 Of the more than 20 known types of hantavi-
ruses, at least nine (Hantaan, Seoul, Puumala, Dobrava, 
Sin Nombre, New York, Black Creek Canal, Andes, and 
Bayou) hantaviruses can cause significant clinical ill-
ness. Each virus has its own rodent vector, geographic 
distribution, and clinical expression. The poor sanitary 
conditions of combat promote exposure to rodents. A 
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review of illness during the US Civil War, World War I, 
and World War II suggests that outbreaks of hantaviral 
infections occurred among troops. Hantaviral disease 
was described in Manchuria along the Amur River, 
and later among United Nations troops during the 
Korean War, where it became known as Korean HF.19 
The prototype virus from this group, Hantaan, which 
causes Korean HF with renal syndrome (HFRS), was 
isolated in 1977. The reservoir host for Hantaan virus 
is the striped field mouse (Apodemus agrarius).

Hantaan virus is still active in Korea, Japan, and 
China. Seoul virus, which is carried mainly by the 
house rat (Rattus norvegicus), causes a milder form of 
HFRS and may be distributed worldwide. Other han-
taviruses associated with HFRS include the Puumala 
virus, which is associated with bank voles (Clethriono-
mys glareolus). An epidemic in 1993 in the Four Corners 
region of the United States led to the identification of 
a new hantavirus (Sin Nombre virus), and eventually 
to identification of several related viruses (Black Creek 
Canal, New York, Andes, and Bayou); all of these have 
been associated with HPS.20,21 The classical features of 
the syndrome of acute febrile illness associated with 
prominent cardiopulmonary compromise have been 
extended to clinical variants, including disease with 
frank hemorrhage.21

Filoviridae

Marburg virus and Ebola virus, the causative agents 
of Marburg and Ebola HF, respectively, represent the 
two genera that comprise the family Filoviridae. The 
Marburgvirus genus contains a single species: Lake 
Victoria marburgvirus. The Ebolavirus genus is divided 
into four distinct species: (1) Ivory Coast ebolavirus, (2) 
Reston ebolavirus, (3) Sudan ebolavirus, and (4) Zaire 
ebolavirus. By electron microscopy, filoviruses have 
a highly unusual filamentous appearance. The term 
filovirus was derived from “filo,” which is Latin for 
thread. Marburg virus was first recognized in 1967 
when three simultaneous outbreaks of a lethal VHF 
epidemic occurred at Marburg and Frankfurt, Ger-
many, and Belgrade, Yugoslavia, among laboratory 
workers exposed to the blood and tissues of African 
green monkeys (Chlorocebus aethiops) imported from 
Uganda. Secondary transmission to medical person-
nel and family members was also documented.22 A 
clinician recognized the initial outbreak in Marburg.22 
Thirty-one patients became infected, and seven died. 
The 23% human mortality and bizarre morphology of 
the newly discovered virus had a great psychological 
impact and led to new quarantine procedures for im-
ported animals. During the next two decades, Marburg 
virus was associated with sporadic, isolated, usually 

fatal cases among residents and travelers in southeast 
Africa. In 1998–2000, an outbreak of Marburg HF in 
Durba, Democratic Republic of the Congo, was linked 
to individuals working in a gold mine.23 In 2004–2005 
there was a Marburg virus outbreak in Angola that 
caused over 200 deaths (90% mortality).24

Ebola viruses, taxonomically related to Marburg 
viruses, were first recognized during near-simultane-
ous explosive outbreaks in 1976 in small communities 
in the former Zaire (now the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo)25 and Sudan.26 Reuse of unsterilized 
needles and syringes and nosocomial contacts caused 
significant secondary transmission. These independent 
outbreaks involved serologically distinct viral species. 
The Ebola-Zaire outbreak involved 318 cases and 280 
deaths (88% mortality), and the Ebola-Sudan outbreak 
involved 280 cases and 148 deaths (53% mortality). 
Since 1976 Ebola virus has appeared sporadically in 
Africa, causing several small- to mid-size outbreaks 
between 1976 and 1979. In 1995 a large epidemic of 
Ebola-Zaire HF involving 315 cases occurred, with an 
81% case fatality rate, in Kikwit, a community in the 
former Zaire.27 Meanwhile, between 1994 and 1996, the 
Ebola-Zaire virus caused smaller outbreaks in Gabon.28 
In 2000 Gulu, Uganda, suffered a large epidemic of 
VHF attributed to the Sudan species of Ebola virus.29 
More recently, Gabon and the Republic of Congo suf-
fered small VHF outbreaks attributed to Ebola-Zaire 
virus. The most recent outbreaks in Gabon and the 
Republic of Congo also involved a catastrophic decline 
in populations of great apes, which may have a role in 
transmission to humans.30,31

In 1989 a third species of Ebola virus appeared in 
Reston, Virginia, in association with an outbreak of 
VHF among cynomolgus monkeys (Macaca fascicularis) 
imported to the United States from the Philippine 
Islands.1 Hundreds of monkeys were infected (with 
high mortality) in this episode, but no human cases 
occurred, although four animal caretakers seroconver-
ted without overt disease. Epizootics in cynomolgus 
monkeys recurred at other facilities in the United States 
and Europe through 1992 and again in 1996. The lack 
of human disease in these episodes suggests that the 
Reston species of Ebola may be less pathogenic to hu-
mans, although the pathogenic potential in humans is 
unknown. A fourth species of Ebola virus, Ivory Coast, 
was identified in Côte d’Ivoire in 1994; this species was 
associated with chimpanzees, and only one nonfatal 
human infection was identified.32

Little is known about the natural history of filovi-
ruses. Surveys in Central Africa of a variety of species 
of animals and arthropods have yet to conclusively 
identify a reservoir host. Laboratory studies have 
shown that fruit and insectivorous bats can support 
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replication and circulation of high titers of Ebola 
virus without showing overt illness, suggesting that 
they could serve some role in the natural history of 
filoviruses.33 Recently, an ecological study in Gabon 
and the Republic of the Congo showed asymptomatic 
infection by Ebola-Zaire virus in three species of fruit 
bats; however, no isolate was recovered from any of 
these bats.34

Flaviviridae

Viruses responsible for HF of the family Flaviviri-
dae (type species yellow fever virus) are members of 
the genus Flavivirus, including yellow fever, dengue, 
Kyasanur forest disease, and Omsk. Mosquitoes 
transmit yellow fever, found throughout Africa and 
South America, and dengue, found throughout the 
Americas, Asia, and Africa.35 Yellow fever was likely 
transported from Africa to the Americas during the 
slave trade. Yellow fever accounts in the Americas date 
to a probable 1648 outbreak in the Yucatan Peninsula. 
Carlos Finlay, a Cuban physician, identified Aedes ae-
gypti as a likely vector and promulgated the theory of 
mosquito transmission. Dr Finlay supplied the Walter 
Reed commission with mosquito eggs and facilitated 
the US experiments that demonstrated that an extrinsic 
incubation period in the mosquito was needed before 
transmission. Benjamin Rush described classic dengue 
as “breakbone fever” in 1789. In 1954 dengue HF/
dengue shock syndrome (DHF/DSS) was described 
in the Philippines, and became known as Philippine 
HF. There are four dengue virus serotypes: 1, 2, 3, and 
4. DHF/DSS manifests in infants born to dengue-im-
mune mothers, and in persons older than 1 year with 
prior immunity to one serotype of dengue virus who 
became infected with another serotype. Humans are 
the reservoir of dengue virus, but a jungle cycle involv-
ing forest mosquitoes and monkeys, similar to that 
associated with yellow fever, is recognized. In 1981 
Cuba reported the first serologically confirmed case 
of DHF/DSS outside of Asia. Both yellow fever and 
dengue have had major impact on military campaigns 
and military medicine.

The tick-borne flaviviruses include the agents of 
Kyasanur forest disease of India36 and Omsk HF found 
mainly in regions of Siberia.37 Kyasanur forest disease, 
also called “monkey disease,” was first described in 
1957 in the Kyasanur forest of Mysore, India. Both 
diseases have a biphasic course; the initial phase in-
cludes a prominent pulmonary component, followed 
by a neurological phase with central nervous system 
manifestations. Both diseases can also manifest as HF. 
Alkhurma virus was isolated in 1995 from patients 
with HF in Saudi Arabia38 and appears to be closely 

related to Kyasanur forest disease. Evidence suggests 
that transmission to humans can occur either by 
contamination of a skin wound with the blood of an 
infected vertebrate or bites of an infected tick, or by 
ingestion of unpasteurized contaminated milk.

Potential Role in Biological Warfare and Terrorism

Public concern about the dangers posed by VHFs 
reflects their potential for high morbidity and mortal-
ity, their potential spread from increased international 
commerce and air travel, and the heightened bioterror-
ism awareness advanced by the events surrounding 
September 11, 2001. The Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention has classified most of the viruses 
causing HF as category A bioweapon agents.39 This 
classification identifies agents associated with high 
mortality rates, ease of dissemination or person-to-
person transmission, and potential for major public 
panic and social disruption, and that require special 
action for public health preparedness.

The Japanese studied VHF for use in warfare during 
their activities with Unit 731; specifically, they studied 
hantaviruses and noted that rodents served as reser-
voirs.40 The Soviet Union, Russia, and the United States 
weaponized several HF viruses41-43 and both the Soviet 
Union and Russia produced large quantities of Ebola, 
Marburg, Lassa, Junin, and Machupo viruses until 
1992.41,43 Soviet researchers determined that only a few 
virions of Marburg virus administered aerogenically 
can produce a lethal infection in monkeys,44 and they 
showed that small doses of Ebola virus produced lethal 
infection in monkeys when administered by aerosol.45 
Many studies revealed that aerosol preparations of 
Ebola,45,46 Marburg,44,47 Lassa,48 and Junin49 viruses 
could produce lethal infection of nonhuman primates. 
Some argue that these viruses are too dangerous to 
develop as weapons because no effective vaccines 
or therapies exist; however, the Japanese cult Aum 
Shinrikyo’s attempt in 1992 to obtain Ebola virus as 
part of a covert effort to develop biological weapons 
contradicts this view.50

Evidence suggests that North Korea weaponized 
yellow fever virus.42,51 Moreover, the US offensive 
biological weapons program developed yellow fever 
and RVF viruses as weapons before terminating its 
program in 1969.42 In 1970 the World Health Organiza-
tion projected that an aerosol attack with 50 kg of RVF 
virus on a municipality of 500,000 residents would 
reach an estimated downwind distance of 1 km and 
cause 35,000 casualties, with a mortality rate of 0.5%.52 
Use of HF viruses with higher mortality rates such as 
Ebola virus or Marburg virus would ostensibly cause 
more significant morbidity and mortality.
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The Working Group on Civilian Biodefense recently 
excluded the viruses causing dengue HF, CCHF, and 
the agents of HFRS as potential biological weapons.53 
The group excluded dengue virus because it is not 
transmissible by small-particle aerosol.54 Exclusion of 

CCHF and the agents of HFRS as tools of bioterror-
ism is based primarily on technical problems; most 
importantly, these agents do not readily grow to high 
concentrations in cell culture, which is necessary for 
weaponization of an infectious organism.53

AGENT CHARACTERISTICS

Despite the diversity of the four families of viruses 
(Arenaviridae, Bunyaviridae, Filoviridae, and Flaviviridae) 
that contribute pathogens to the group of VHF agents, 
these viruses share common characteristics. The vi-
ruses causing severe HF have a single-stranded RNA 
genome and a lipid envelope, making them susceptible 
to detergents, as well as to low pH environments and 
household bleach. Conversely, they are stable at neutral 
pH, especially when protein is present. These viruses 
also are stable in blood for long periods and can be 
isolated from a patient’s blood after weeks of storage 
at refrigerator or ambient temperatures. For example, 
Ebola virus was successfully cultured from dried blood 
found in syringes that had been stored at room tem-
perature for about a month during a Central African 
outbreak in 1995.55 Other examples include a study 
showing that yellow fever virus blotted onto filter 
paper discs, air dried, and stored at room temperature 
could be successfully cultured 90 days later.56

All HF viruses are biosafety level 3 or biosafety 
level 4 agents, except for the dengue viruses, because 
these viruses tend to be stable and highly infectious as 
fine-particle aerosols and produce disease with high 
morbidity and mortality. The HF viruses vary consid-
erably in morphology from typical small isometric or 
moderately sized spherical virions to highly unusual 
pleomorphic or filamentous particles (Figure 13-1).

Arenaviridae

Arenavirus particles contain a genome consisting 
of two ambisense single-stranded RNA molecules, 
designated S (small) and L (large), of about 3.4 kb and 
7.2 kb in length, respectively.57 The S segment contains 
two genes that encode three structural proteins: the nu-
cleoprotein (NP or N), and the envelope glycoproteins 
(GP1 and GP2). The L segment contains two genes that 
encode two proteins: the viral polymerase (L protein) 
and the Z protein. NP and L associate with the genomic 
RNA in a ribonucleoprotein complex or nucleocapsid 
structure. Z protein functions as a matrix protein and 
is responsible for the formation of viral particles.58 GP1 
and GP2 are initially synthesized as a precursor mol-
ecule, GPC, which is postranslationally cleaved.59 GP2 
homotetramers bind by ionic interactions with GP1 
homotetramers, which make up the globular head of the 

glycoprotein spikes.60 GP1 is the portion of the surface 
glycoprotein spike that is the effector for receptor bind-
ing,61,62 whereas the GP2 is the viral fusion protein.63,64

Bunyaviridae

Bunyavirus particles contain three single-stranded 
RNA genome segments designated large (L), medium 
(M), and small (S), which vary in size among the genera.  

Fig. 13-1. Transmission electron micrographs of negatively 
stained hemorrhagic fever viral particles. (a) Junin virus. 
Arenavirus particles range in morphology from highly pleo-
morphic as shown in this field to mainly spherical. Virion 
sizes range from 50 to 300 nm with a mean of 100 to 130 nm. 
(b) Rift Valley fever virus. Bunyaviral particles are roughly 
spherical and range in diameter from 90 to 120 nm. (c) Yellow 
fever virus. Flaviviral particles are essentially isometric and 
consistent in size, ranging from 40 to 50 nm in diameter. (d) 
Ebola virus. Filoviral particles are mostly filamentous and 
vary in length up to 14,000 nm with a uniform diameter of 80 
nm. Mean unit length is about 1,000 nm. Other forms of filo-
viral particles include U-shaped, “6”-shaped, or circular con-
figurations; branching of filamentous particles can also occur.

a b c

d
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The L segment encodes an RNA-dependent RNA 
polymerase (L), the M segment encodes two virion 
glycoproteins (G1 and G2) and in some viruses a non-
structural protein (NSm), and the S segment encodes 
a nucleoprotein (N) and in some viruses a nonstruc-
tural protein (NSs).65-67 The structural proteins (L, N, 
G1, G2) are encoded in viral cRNA. NSs are encoded 
in the M segment cRNA and the S segment vRNA of 
phleboviruses. Hantaviruses and nairoviruses use 
negative-sense coding strategies, whereas phlebovi-
ruses use ambisense coding strategies. The functions 
of the NSs have not been fully delineated; NSs protein 
may control the activity of the viral polymerase and 
was proposed to block interferon (IFN) production.68

Filoviridae

Ebola and Marburg virus particles contain an ap-
proximately 19-kb, single, negative-stranded, linear 
RNA genome that is noninfectious. The genome 
encodes seven structural proteins with the follow-
ing gene order: 3’ leader, nucleoprotein (NP), virion 
protein (VP) 35, VP40, glycoprotein (GP), VP30, VP24, 
polymerase L protein, and 5’ trailer.69,70 Four of these 
proteins, NP, VP30, VP35, and L, associate with the 
genomic RNA in a ribonucleoprotein complex, whereas 
the three remaining proteins, GP, VP24, and VP40, 
are associated with the membrane. GP is the surface 
glycoprotein that forms the spikes on the virion and 
is the effector for receptor binding and membrane 
fusion.71,72 GP is synthesized as a precursor molecule, 
GP0, which is postranslationally cleaved by furin or 
a furin-like endoprotease into two subunits, GP1 and 
GP2; these subunits are linked by disulfide bonding 
to form a heterodimer.73,74 Homotrimers of GP1-GP2 
comprise the virion spikes. The unique organization 
of the GP gene of Ebola virus provides an important 
distinction between Marburg and Ebola viruses. The 
Marburg virus GP gene encodes a single product, the 
GP, in a conventional open reading frame, whereas all 
of the Ebola viruses encode the GP in two open reading 
frames that are expressed through transcriptional edit-
ing.75,76 The primary gene product of the Ebola GP gene 
is not the GP, but rather a smaller, nonstructural, se-
creted glycoprotein (sGP), which is efficiently secreted 

from infected cells. VP40 functions as a matrix protein 
and is responsible for the formation of the filamentous 
particles.77 VP24 is a minor viral protein whose func-
tions remain unknown, but recent data indicate that 
VP24 possesses structural features consistent with viral 
matrix proteins and that it might have a role in viral 
assembly and budding.78 VP24 and VP35 have been 
shown to play a role in interfering with type I IFN 
signaling (discussed below).

Flaviviridae

Flavivirus particles contain an approximately 11-kb, 
single, positive-stranded RNA genome. A single open 

reading frame is flanked by 5’ and 3’ noncoding regions 
and produces a large polyprotein that is cotransla-
tionally and posttranslationally processed by cellular 
proteases into three structural proteins and seven non-
structural proteins in the order C-prM/M-E-NS1-NS2A-
NS2B-NS3-NS4A-NS4B-NS5.79,80 The nucleocapsid is 
composed of a single capsid protein (C). In infected 
cells, the prM protein is cleaved by furin to form a small, 
nonglycosylated membrane protein (M) and an N-ter-
minal “pr” segment that is secreted. E protein is a large 
glycosylated type I membrane protein. The remaining 
proteins are nonstructural proteins. The NS1 protein 
secreted from infected mammalian cells is thought to 
play a role in RNA replication.81 The function of NS2A 
is unknown, but some data suggest that it may function 
in the recruitment of RNA templates to the membrane-
bound replicase, or it could be involved in the inhibition 
of IFN.82,83 NS2B is a small membrane-associated protein 
that forms a complex with NS3 and is a required cofac-
tor of the serine protease function of NS3.84 NS3, a large 
cytoplasmic protein that associates with membranes 
by interacting with NS2B, is thought to play a role in 
polyprotein processing and RNA replication.84-88 NS4A 
and NS4B are membrane-associated proteins; NS4A ap-
pears to be involved in RNA replication,82,88,89 and NS4B 
is also localized to sites of RNA replication and may be 
involved in inhibiting IFN signaling.90 NS5 contains 
sequence homology similar to RNA-dependent RNA 
polymerases of other positive-stranded RNA viruses 
and also with methyltransferase enzymes involved in 
RNA cap formation.91,92

CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS

Patients infected with these viruses may experience 
a wide spectrum of clinical manifestations with varying 
degrees of severity, yet not all patients develop classic 
VHF syndrome. The exact nature of the disease de-
pends on the viral virulence and strain characteristics, 
routes of exposure, dose, and host factors. For example, 

DHF/DSS typically develops only in patients previ-
ously exposed to heterologous dengue serotypes.93 
As another example, for Ebola HF, the Zaire species 
is clearly more pathogenic in humans and nonhuman 
primates than the Sudan species, yet the incubation 
period reported for person-to-person transmission in 
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Ebola-Zaire infections greatly exceeds the incubation 
period for injections or needle stick accidents.94

A main target organ in VHF syndrome is the vas-
cular bed; correspondingly, the dominant clinical 
features are usually a consequence of microvascular 
damage and changes in vascular permeability.95 Com-
mon presenting complaints are fever, myalgia, and 
prostration; clinical examination may reveal only 
conjunctival injection, mild hypotension, flushing, 
and petechial hemorrhages. Fulminant VHF typically 
evolves to shock and generalized bleeding from the 

mucous membranes (Figure 13-2), and often is accom-
panied by evidence of neurological, hematopoietic, 
or pulmonary involvement. Hepatic involvement is 
common (Figure 13-3), but only a small percentage 
of patients with RVF, CCHF, Marburg HF, and Ebola 
HF manifest a clinical picture dominated by jaundice 
and other evidence of hepatic failure. Renal failure is 
proportional to cardiovascular compromise, except for 
patients with HFRS caused by hantaviruses, in which 
renal failure is an integral part of the disease process 
and oliguria is a prominent feature of the acutely ill 
patient.96 VHF mortality may be substantial, ranging 
from 5% to 20% or higher in recognized cases. Ebola 
and Marburg outbreaks in sub-Saharan Africa have 
had particularly high case-fatality rates, ranging from 
50% to 90%.23-27 

The overall incubation period for VHF varies from 
2 to 35 days. There is a prodrome period that may 
include a high fever, headache, malaise, myalgias, ar-
thralgia, abdominal pain, nausea, and diarrhea, which 
usually lasts less than a week. The clinical character-
istics vary with the viral agent involved. Filoviruses, 
flaviviruses, and RVF tend to have an abrupt onset, 
whereas arenaviruses have a more insidious onset. 
For Lassa fever patients, hemorrhagic manifestations 
are not pronounced, and neurological complications 
are infrequent, develop late, and manifest only in the 
most severely ill group. Deafness is a frequent conse-
quence of severe Lassa fever. For the South American 
arenaviruses (Argentine and Bolivian HFs), neurologi-
cal and hemorrhagic manifestations are much more 
prominent. RVF virus is primarily hepatotropic and 
hemorrhagic disease is infrequent. In recent outbreaks 
in Egypt, retinitis was frequently associated with RVF 
virus infection.97

Unlike RVF, in which hemorrhage is not promi-
nent, infection with CCHF is usually associated with 
profound disseminated intravascular coagulation 
(DIC) (Figure 13-4). Patients with CCHF may bleed 
profusely, and because this occurs during the acute, 
viremic phase, contact with an infected patient’s blood 
is a special concern. Several nosocomial outbreaks have 
been associated with CCHF virus.

The clinical picture for diseases caused by hantavi-
ruses is evolving, especially now in the context of HPS. 
The pathogenesis of HFRS may be somewhat different; 
immunopathological events seem to be a major factor. 
When patients present with HFRS, they are typically 
oliguric. Surprisingly, the oliguria commences while the 
patient’s viremia is resolving and patients are mounting 
a demonstrable antibody response. This occurrence has 
practical significance in that renal dialysis can be started 
with relative safety. Clinical data from human outbreaks 
caused by filoviruses are sparse. Although mortality is 

Fig 13-2. Ocular manifestations of viral hemorrhagic fever. 
Conjunctival injection and subconjunctival hemorrhage, as 
seen in this Lassa fever patient, are sometimes associated 
with viral hemorrhagic fever infection. 
Photograph: Courtesy of Daniel G Bausch, MD, MPH&TM, 
Tulane School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine, New 
Orleans, Louisiana. 

Fig 13-3. Liver pathology in viral hemorrhagic fever. Liver 
of a rhesus monkey experimentally infected with Marburg 
virus (Angola strain) showing diffuse reticulated pattern 
resulting from degeneration and necrosis. 
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high, outbreaks are rare and sporadic. Marburg and 
Ebola viruses produce prominent maculopapular rashes 
in both human and nonhuman primates (Figure 13-5), 
and DIC appears to be a factor in their pathogenesis. 
Therefore, treating the DIC should be considered, if 
practicable, for these patients.

Among the flaviviruses, yellow fever virus is 
hepatotropic; black vomit caused by hematemesis 
has been associated with this disease. Patients with 
yellow fever develop clinical jaundice and die with 
something comparable to hepatorenal syndrome. 
Dengue HF and shock are uncommon, life-threaten-
ing complications of dengue, and are thought to result 
from an immunopathological mechanism triggered 
by sequential infections with different dengue viral 
serotypes (especially in children).93 Although this is 
the general epidemiological pattern, dengue virus may 
also (rarely) cause HFs during primary infections and 
in adults.98 Laboratory findings for VHFs may include 

thrombocytopenia (or abnormal platelet function) or 
leukopenia (except for Lassa fever, which includes 
leukocytosis). Some patients have anemia, and others 
have hemoconcentration; most have elevated liver-
associated enzymes. Bilirubin is elevated in RVF and 
yellow fever. Prothrombin time, activated partial 
thromboplastin time, and bleeding time are often 
prolonged. Patients in DIC have elevated fibrin degra-
dation products and decreased fibrinogen. Urine tests 
may show proteinuria and hematuria; patients with 
renal failure may have oliguria or azotemia. Blood, 
occult or overt, may be present in stools.

Fig. 13-4. Massive cutaneous ecchymosis associated with 
late-stage Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever viral infec-
tion, 7 to 10 days after clinical onset. Ecchymosis indicates 
multiple abnormalities in the coagulation system, coupled 
with loss of vascular integrity. 
Photograph: Courtesy of Dr Sadegh Chinikar, Pasteur Insti-
tute of Iran, Tehran, Iran.

Fig. 13-5. Characteristic petechial rash of the abdomen and 
inguinal region of a cynomolgus monkey infected with Mar-
burg virus. Note also the abnormalities in the coagulation 
system as evidenced by subcutaneous pooling of blood at a 
recent venipuncture site on animal’s left inner thigh.

PATHOGENESIS

Understanding the kinetics of host–pathogen 
relationships and identifying critical pathogenetic 
processes are important for the rational development 
of prophylactic and therapeutic countermeasures. For 
the most part, the specific mechanisms underlying the 
pathogenesis of HF viral infection have not been clearly 
explained, although recent progress has been made, 
particularly on Ebola virus. A paradigm showing the 
current views on the pathogenesis of the HF viruses is 
illustrated in Figure 13-6. A central theme common to 

all VHFs, with the possible exception of yellow fever, 
is that lesions are not severe enough to account for ter-
minal shock and death of the host. Yet VHF infections 
are characterized by a fulminant shock-like syndrome 
in fatal cases, suggesting that inflammatory mediators 
may play a determining role in the disease pathogen-
esis. Fatal HF viral infections are generally character-
ized by high viremia and immunosuppression. HF 
viral infection in humans and nonhuman primates 
is characterized by deleterious changes in lymphoid 
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tissues and defects in the coagulation system. Another 
common feature among these viruses is that all of the 
HF viruses appear to target and impair the cells that 
play the most critical roles in initiating the antiviral 

immune response, likely leading to unchecked and 
overwhelming viral burdens. To provide a better un-
derstanding of these pathogenic events, this section 
looks at the interactions between VHFs and the cells 

Fig. 13-6. Model of viral hemorrhagic fever (VHF) pathogenesis. (a) Virus spreads from the initial infection site to regional 
lymph nodes, liver, and spleen. At these sites, the virus infects tissue macrophages (including Kupffer cells) and dendritic cells. 
Soluble factors released from virus-infected monocytes and macrophages act locally and systemically. Release of chemokines 
from these virus-infected cells recruits additional macrophages to sites of infection, making more target cells available for viral 
exploitation and further amplifying the dysregulated host response. Although none of these viruses infects lymphocytes, the 
rapid loss of these cells by apoptosis is a prominent feature of disease. The direct interaction of lymphocytes with viral proteins 
cannot be discounted as having a role in their destruction, but the marked loss of lymphocytes is likely to result from a combina-
tion of factors, including viral infection of DC and release of soluble factors from virus-infected monocytes and macrophages. 
For example, viral infection of dendritic cells impairs their function by interfering with the upregulation of costimulatory mol-
ecules, which are important in providing rescue signals to T lymphocytes. Additionally, release of soluble factors from infected 
monocytes and macrophages results in deletion of lymphocytes, both directly by release of mediators such as nitric oxide, and 
indirectly by contributing to upregulation of proapoptotic proteins such as Fas and tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-
inducing ligand (TRAIL). The coagulation abnormalities vary in nature and magnitude among the VHFs. For example, Ebola 
virus induces the overexpression of tissue factor (TF) that results in activation of the clotting pathway and the formation of fibrin 
in the vasculature. For example, coagulation disorders are less marked in Lassa fever, and impairment of endothelial function 
contributes to edema, which seems to be a more prominent finding in Lassa fever than in other VHFs. (b) The hemodynamic 
and coagulation disorders common among all of the VHFs are exacerbated by infection of hepatocytes and adrenal cortical 
cells. Infection of hepatocytes impairs synthesis of important clotting factors. At the same time, reduced synthesis of albumin by 
hepatocytes results in a reduced plasma osmotic pressure and contributes to edema. Impaired secretion of steroid-synthesizing 
enzymes by VHF-infected adrenal cortical cells leads to hypotension and sodium loss with hypovolemia. Macular rashes are 
often seen in VHFs. Reproduced with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.: Geisbert TW, Jahrling PB. Exotic emerging 
viral diseases: progress and challenges. Nat Med. 2004;10(12 suppl):S110–121.

a b
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and tissues they affect as well as factors contributing 
to the immunological and hematological imbalances 
associated with HF viral infection. Dengue HF is not 
addressed in this section because of its complex nature 
(partly attributable to antibody-dependent enhance-
ment), which does not appear to play a prominent role 
in other HF viral infections. Several researchers have 
reviewed the pathogenesis of dengue HF.99-102

Target Cells and Tissues

In general, the HF viruses all have a broad cell 
tropism, infecting a wide range of cell types. Immu-
nohistochemistry and in situ hybridization analyses 
of tissues from fatal human cases or experimentally 
infected nonhuman primates show that monocytes, 
macrophages, dendritic cells (DCs), endothelial cells, 
hepatocytes, and adrenal cortical cells all generally 
support replication of these viruses.103-116 The sequence 
of infection, however, is largely unknown. Systematic 
temporal studies in nonhuman primates experimen-
tally infected with Ebola-Zaire virus suggest that 
monocytes, macrophages, and DCs are early and 
preferred targets of these viruses, whereas endothelial 
cells are infected much later during the course of dis-
ease, proximal to death.114,115 Infection of endothelial 
cells appears to play a larger role in the pathogenesis of 
the hantaviruses than of the other HF viruses; although 
endothelial damage probably does not occur by direct 
effects of hantaviral replication.117,118

The mechanism (or mechanisms) of entry of the HF 
viruses into host cells has not been well characterized, 
but it is not believed to occur by direct fusion with 
the plasma membrane. Instead, researchers think that 
these viruses exploit the host cell’s endocytic machin-
ery to access the cytoplasm. Many different types of 
cell-surface binding proteins have been proposed to 
play a role in the entry of the viruses that cause VHF. 
For example, the asialoglycoprotein receptor of hepa-
tocytes is postulated to serve as a binding protein for 
the Marburg virus,119 whereas the folate receptor α 
and the DC-specific intercellular adhesion molecule 
(ICAM)-3-grabbing nonintegrin (DC-SIGN) and DC-
SIGN-related factors have also been associated with 
the entry of the Marburg virus and the Ebola virus.120-

125 Moreover, the β1 integrin receptors and a human 
macrophage galactose- and N-acetylgalactosamine-
specific C-type lectin are associated with the entry of 
Ebola virus.124-125 β3 integrins might mediate entry of 
the several hantaviruses.126 Alpha-dystroglycan was 
identified as an important receptor for Lassa virus,127 
but does not appear to be a receptor for the South 
American arenaviruses that cause HF.128,129 Again, 
because these viruses have such a broad cell tropism, 

infecting a wide range of cell types, it is highly likely 
that they exploit many molecules for entry. Consistent 
with this notion, it has been proposed that Ebola virus 
uses a variety of different C-type lectins for efficient 
entry into host cells.125

The similar cell and tissue tropism among the VHFs 
suggests commonalities in the entry mechanisms. 
Findings in many laboratories have shown that the 
transmembrane proteins of many RNA viruses includ-
ing Ebola and Lassa have common structural and func-
tional elements essential for viral entry.130 For example, 
these viruses share a coiled-coil type of entry protein. 
Researchers anticipate that these general principles 
may also apply to other VHFs.

The role of the endothelium in the pathogenesis of 
the VHFs has been a particularly controversial topic. 
Vascular damage can be induced by immunological 
mechanisms and/or by direct infection of the vascular 
tissue. Impairment of endothelial cell functions can 
cause a wide range of vascular effects that lead to 
changes in vascular permeability or hemorrhage. Sev-
eral in-vitro and ex-vivo studies have suggested that the 
Ebola virus GP is cytotoxic and is a main determinant 
of vascular cell injury, thus implying that direct Ebola 
virus-replication-induced structural damage of endo-
thelial cells triggers the hemorrhagic diathesis.131,132 
However, more recent in-vitro studies suggest that cell 
rounding and downregulation of surface markers are 
late events in Ebola infection, whereas synthesis and 
massive release of virions occur at early steps and do 
not cause significant cytotoxic effects.133 These in-vitro 
findings are supported by in-vivo studies showing that 
Ebola infection of endothelial cells does not trigger cell 
death and that endothelial cell infection occurs only 
late in the disease course.115 Likewise, in-vitro studies 
have shown that Lassa virus can replicate in human 
endothelial cells without damaging them.134

Scientists searched for the etiology of the hemor-
rhagic diatheses in fatal cases caused by Ebola virus 
and Marburg virus in tissues from the initial outbreaks 
in 1967 and 1976, respectively, but no vascular lesions 
were identified.135,136 In a recent study, consistent with 
the original histology observations in fatal human 
cases, Geisbert and colleagues demonstrated that Ebola 
virus infection of endothelial cells does not extensively 
disrupt the architecture of the vascular endothelium in 
Ebola-infected cynomolgus monkeys.115 As noted pre-
viously, although Ebola virus replicated in endothelial 
cells of these animals, endothelial cell infection was only 
seen focally at late stages of disease, after the onset of 
the hemorrhagic abnormalities that characterize Ebola 
HF. Although ultrastructural evidence of endothelial cell 
activation and disruption was observed at midpoint to 
end stages of disease, it was postulated that the vasoac-
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tive effects on endothelial cells were mediated indirectly 
because these changes were not associated with the 
presence of intracytoplasmic Ebola viral antigens.115 
Feldmann and colleagues support the view that media-
tor release from filovirus-infected target cells can have 
deleterious effects on the endothelium.137

For other VHFs, endothelium may be affected in 
a manner similar to the paradigm presented for the 
filoviruses. No specific vascular lesions were found 
in 12 fatal cases of AHF,138 nor were specific vascular 
lesions observed in rhesus monkeys experimentally 
infected with Machupo virus.139 Endothelium was only 
minimally infected in rhesus monkeys experimen-
tally infected with Lassa virus, and overt endothelial 
necrosis was not observed histologically.140 As noted 
previously, the endothelium appears to play a more 
important role in hantavirus infections than in other 
VHFs; however, capillary leakage caused by hantavi-
rus infection is thought to occur as a consequence of 
immune-mediated endothelial injury and not by direct 
effects of viral replication.117,118 

In addition to the macrophage-rich lymphoid tis-
sues, the liver and the adrenal gland appear to be 
important target organs for all HF viruses, and this 
tropism likely plays an equally important role in the 
disease pathogenesis. Various degrees of hepatocel-
lular necrosis were reported in HF viral infections 
of humans and nonhuman primates109,114,136,139,141-145; 
however, as noted before, the hepatocellular lesions 
are generally not significant enough to explain the 
cause of death. The exception is yellow fever, in which 
the extent of direct liver injury in some cases is severe 
enough to account for the disease. Markers of hepato-
cellular injury and fulminant hepatic dysfunction such 
as circulating liver-associated enzymes (eg, aspartate 
aminotransferase, alanine aminotransaminase) directly 
correlate with severity of yellow fever infection and 
prognosis.146 Elevations in liver-associated enzymes 
are prominent findings in most severe VHF infec-
tions.6,22,70,105,114,116,147-155 Hemorrhagic tendencies could 
be related to decreased synthesis of coagulation and 
other plasma proteins resulting from severe hepatocel-
lular necrosis. In addition, reduced synthesis of albu-
min may cause a reduction in plasma osmotic pressure 
and contribute to edema, which again appears to be a 
recurrent feature of severe cases of Lassa fever.156,157

Various degrees of adrenocortical infection and ne-
crosis were reported in HF viral infections of humans 
and nonhuman primates.105,111,114,144,158 The adrenal 
cortex plays an important role in controlling blood 
pressure homoeostasis. Impaired secretion of ste-
roid-synthesizing enzymes leads to hypotension and 
sodium loss with hypovolemia, which are important 
elements that have been reported in nearly all cases of 

VHF.70,116,141,149,159-161 This finding suggests that impair-
ment of adrenocortical function by viral infection may 
play a particularly important role in the evolution of 
shock that typifies late stages of VHF.

Immunosuppression

For nearly all VHFs, various degrees of lymphoid 
depletion and necrosis are seen in spleen and lymph 
nodes of fatal cases and in experimentally infected 
nonhuman primates (Figure 13-7).103,104,112,114,116,135,139,142,

143,149,150,162-169 Although lymphoid tissues are principal 
targets for HF viral infection, there is usually little in-
flammatory cellular response in these tissues or other 
infected tissues. With the exception of the hantaviruses, 
lymphopenia appears to be the most consistent patho-
logical finding among HF viral infections of humans 
and nonhuman primates.109,114,152,162,167,169-179 Despite the 
significant loss of lymphocytes during HF viral infec-
tion, none of the HF viruses replicates in lymphocytes. 
For Ebola and Marburg viruses, large numbers of 
lymphocytes undergo apoptosis in humans and experi-
mentally infected nonhuman primates,114,180-182 partly 
explaining the progressive lymphopenia and lymphoid 
depletion at death. The prominence of tingible body 
macrophages in lymphoid tissues of rhesus monkeys 
experimentally infected with Junin virus suggests 
that apoptosis is also a primary factor in the loss of 
lymphocytes noted for other VHFs.145

The mechanism (or mechanisms) for the underlying 
apoptosis and loss of bystander lymphocytes during 

Fig. 13-7. Lymphoid depletion in viral hemorrhagic fever. 
Tonsil from a rhesus monkey experimentally infected with 
Ebola-Zaire virus, showing hyalinized follicle with typical 
depletion and apparent apoptosis of lymphocytes (hema-
toxylin-eosin stain, original magnification x 40). 
Photograph: Courtesy of Dr Kelly Davis, Charles River 
Laboratories, Redfield, Arkansas.
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the course of VHF illness has been unclear, but it is 
likely induced through multiple pathways. These 
pathways or processes may include the tumor necrosis 
factor-related, apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) and 
Fas death receptor pathways,114,183 dysfunction of DCs 
induced by HF viral infection,114,183-186 and abnormal 
production of proapoptotic soluble mediators such as 
nitric oxide (NO).114,179,183,187

Inflammatory Response

Cytokines, chemokines, and other inflammatory 
mediators function in a pleiotropic manner, acting on 
many different types of cells to modulate the host’s im-
mune response. Although cytokines and chemokines 
typically apply their antimicrobial actions locally, for 
example in areas of infection, cytokines and chemo-
kines might also act systemically, and they commonly 
induce many of the symptoms of infection (eg, fever, 
myalgia). When present in high concentrations, cyto-
kines and chemokines can have toxic or even lethal ef-
fects; studies of septic shock have associated abnormal 
production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and che-
mokines with disease severity and fatal outcome.188-191

HF viral infection of humans and nonhuman pri-
mates triggers the expression of many inflammatory 
mediators, including the IFNs; interleukin (IL)-6; IL-
8; IL-10; IL-12; IFN-inducible protein-10; monocyte 
chemoattractant protein-1; regulated upon activation, 
normal T-cell expressed and secreted (RANTES); tumor 
necrosis factor-α, and reactive oxygen and nitrogen 
species.6,114,179,180,183,187,192-205 Infection of many different 
primary human cells in vitro also shows that HF viral 
infection can trigger the production of many of these 
same inflammatory mediators.115,137,183,206-210 Overall, it 
appears that virus-induced expression of these me-
diators results in an immunological imbalance that in 
part contributes to the disease progression. However, 
information regarding the inflammatory response after 
infection with the HF viruses is incomplete, and the 
existing data are often inconsistent. For example, high 
levels of IFN-α were reported in acute phase sera of 
patients infected with Ebola virus in one study199 but 
not detected in a subsequent yet similar study.187 Such 
contradictions also confound interpretation of some 
in-vitro data. The differences in profiles of circulating 
cytokines and chemokines among the VHFs may be 
attributable to factors other than the differences among 
the viruses, such as genetic differences among patients 
and, in particular, differences related to the disease 
phase when the samples were obtained. 

Researchers have postulated that for patients with 
asymptomatic, nonfatal Ebola virus infection, the in-
fection is controlled by an initial increase in cytokines, 

including IL-1β, IL-6, and tumor necrosis factor-α, 
which is followed by a return to preexposure levels.211 
Protection against fatal outcome for other VHFs may 
likewise depend on an early and robust cytokine re-
sponse, but this remains to be established. Conversely, 
disease severity may also be increased by an inappro-
priate proinflammatory response early in the disease 
course. Thus, the delicate balance between protective 
and deleterious cytokine and chemokine responses 
remains to be defined for all the VHF agents. 

In general, the type I IFN response appears to 
play an important role in the pathogenesis of the HF 
viruses, especially for RVF. A delayed IFN response 
was correlated with increased mortality in a rhesus 
monkey model of RVF.152 In AHF patients, circulating 
levels of IFN-α are unusually high and during the 
acute phase are significantly higher in fatal cases than 
in survivors.193 As noted previously, inconsistencies 
were reported in circulating levels of IFN-α in Ebola-
infected patients; however, very high plasma levels 
of IFN-α were observed in experimentally infected 
monkeys.114,183 The role of IFNs in Lassa fever is unclear. 
Several studies have evaluated resistance of Lassa 
virus to IFNs in vitro. In one study, Lassa was shown 
to be resistant to IFN-α,212 and in a more recent study, 
IFN-α and IFN-γ were shown to inhibit the replication 
of Lassa virus.213 Less is known about the role of IFNs 
in other VHFs, although a recent study suggested that 
IFN-α inhibits CCHF in vitro.214 A significant concern 
when interpreting and comparing results from any of 
these VHF studies is the observation that there are 12 
different subtypes of IFN-α, and previous studies have 
shown that the antiviral activities of the subtypes vary 
greatly.215 The research on HF viruses has evaluated 
only total levels of IFN-α, and no researchers have 
dissected out which subtypes are represented in the 
plasma of infected patients and which subtypes may 
or may not have antiviral properties.

The ability of these viruses to directly modulate the 
host inflammatory response has yet to be fully delin-
eated. Again, more research has been done on Ebola 
virus than any other VHF. The Ebola viral protein VP35 
reportedly functions as a type I IFN antagonist.216-218 
Recent studies show that VP35 prevents IFN regula-
tory factor activation by inhibiting phosphorylation, 
and it is likely that VP35 prevents transcription of 
IFN-β.217 Other studies suggest that Ebola viral protein 
VP24 expression might also interfere with type I IFN 
signaling.218,219 RVF virus also has a viral protein, NSs, 
that functions as a type 1 IFN antagonist.220 Based on 
studies with dengue virus, researchers think that flavi-
viruses including yellow fever virus inhibit type I IFN 
signaling primarily by the NS4B protein.90,221 Little is 
known about whether other VHFs possess analogous 
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proteins that interfere with type I IFNs, but this pos-
sibility merits further study. 

Although not extensively reported, one consistency 
in the proinflammatory response among the VHFs is 
the potential importance of reactive oxygen and ni-
trogen species in the disease pathogenesis. Increased 
blood levels of NO were reported in nonhuman pri-
mates experimentally infected with Ebola virus114,183 

and recently confirmed in Ebola-infected patients.179,187 
Sanchez and colleagues associated increased blood 
levels of NO with mortality.179 Significant blood levels 
of NO have also been demonstrated in AHF patient 
sera209 and in patients infected with hantaviruses.195,202 
Abnormal NO production has been associated with 
many pathological conditions, including apoptosis of 
bystander lymphocytes (as noted previously), tissue 
damage, and loss of vascular integrity, which may con-
tribute to virus-induced shock. NO is known to have 
both protective and caustic effects, and this autotoxic 
overproduction may represent the host’s endogenous 
counter-regulatory mechanism of protection against 
noxious agents, in this case the VHF viruses. In gen-
eral, microbes induce monocytes and macrophages 
to produce NO in an attempt to control infection. 
However, in the case of the HF viruses, monocytes and 
macrophages are preferred target cells for viral replica-
tion. Enhanced replication in these cells may in turn 
exacerbate disease by producing large amounts of NO, 
resulting in deleterious effects, such as suppressive ef-
fects on lymphocyte proliferation and damage to other 
cells. NO is an important mediator of hypotension,222,223 

and, as noted previously, hypotension is a promi-
nent finding among most of the VHFs.70,116,141,149,159-161 
Together, the information collected suggests that an 
impaired and ineffective immune response leads to 
high levels of virus and proinflammatory mediators 
in the late stages of disease, which is important in the 
pathogenesis of hemorrhage and shock in VHFs.

Coagulation Abnormalities

Abnormalities in blood coagulation and fibrinolysis 
during VHF infection are manifested as petechiae, ec-
chymoses, mucosal hemorrhages, and uncontrolled 
bleeding at venipuncture sites. However, massive 
loss of blood is atypical and, when present, is largely 
restricted to the gastrointestinal tract. Even in these 
cases, blood volume loss is insufficient to account for 
death. DIC is a syndrome characterized by systemic 
intravascular activation of coagulation leading to wide-
spread deposition of fibrin in the vasculature, which 
contributes to the development of multiple organ 
failure.224-226 DIC is associated with both bleeding and 
thrombotic abnormalities, and widespread thrombosis 

and bleeding commonly occur simultaneously. The 
occurrence of DIC in HF viral infection is the subject 
of much debate, and information that supports or re-
futes the presence of DIC is inconclusive. In general, 
DIC appears to be more prominent in Ebola HF and 
CCHF than among the other VHFs. The presence of 
DIC in any of the VHFs appears to strongly correlate 
with a poor outcome. For the purposes of this review, 
the authors can clearly state that regardless of whether 
DIC is an important and consistent feature among all 
VHFs, impairment of the coagulation system osten-
sibly contributes to the disease pathogenesis of all of 
these VHFs. Both coagulation and fibrinolysis appear 
to be activated by HF viral infection, and the degree 
of impairment of the coagulation system seems to be 
associated with the balance between these counteract-
ing processes by the host.

Most VHF infections in humans and in nonhuman 
primate models are characterized by cutaneous flush-
ing or macular rashes; however, the characteristics 
of these rashes vary among the VHFs. For example, 
nonpruritic petechial skin rashes on the axillae and 
groins, forehead, and chest appear in up to 50% of 
patients infected with Ebola or Marburg viruses 
and are more evident in patients with light-colored 
skin.22,25-27,227,228 This same type of rash evolves in more 
than 50% of nonhuman primates (of the genus Ma-
caca) experimentally infected with Ebola or Marburg 
viruses.109,114,153,171,173,229,230 Petechial skin rashes are also 
associated with yellow fever.116 In general, arenavirus 
infections in humans and in nonhuman primate mod-
els are typically characterized by flushed, erythema-
tous rashes on the face and thorax139,145,231,232; although 
oral and axillary petechia are frequently observed in 
human cases of AHF.233 For many VHFs, petechiae 
are sometimes observed on visceral organs.114,116,140 In 
addition, congestion of various organs is a frequent 
finding at autopsy or necropsy.109,114,141,143,156,165

Thrombocytopenia appears to be a consistent find-
ing among VHF infections of humans and nonhuman 
primates,10,22,108,116,135,138,141,151,152,155,160,168,170,172,173,179,230,234-239 

with the notable exception of Lassa fever.105,140,162,240,241 
Moderate thrombocytopenia was reported in patients 
with severe Lassa fever, but the most significant 
changes were noted in platelet function, which was 
markedly depressed in these patients.149 Marked 
changes in platelet function have also been observed 
in Lassa-infected rhesus macaques162 and in rhesus 
monkeys experimentally infected with yellow fever.116 
Researchers have postulated that the thrombocytope-
nia seen in the South American VHFs results in part 
from maturation arrest of megakaryocytes attributable 
to the high levels of IFN in these patients.193 Similar 
inferences have been made for yellow fever.116
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Histological and biochemical evidence of impair-
ment of the coagulation system has been shown for 
many VHFs, but the data are largely incomplete and 
paradoxical. More is known about Ebola and Marburg 
viruses than the other VHFs. Fibrin deposition has 
been documented at autopsy for Marburg HF,136,242 
and clinical laboratory data suggest that DIC is an 
important feature of human Ebola and Marburg 
HF.25,243 Numerous studies have shown histologi-
cal and biochemical evidence of DIC during Ebola 
infection in a variety of nonhuman primate species, 
including significant changes in markers of blood 
coagulation and fibrinolysis, such as various clot-
ting factors, fibrin degradation products (FDPs), 
D-dimers, protein C, tissue plasminogen activator, 
and urokinase plasminogen activator.109,114,153,171,230,239 
Fibrin and fibrinocellular thrombi in vessels in nu-
merous tissues and fibrin deposits in the red pulp 
and marginal zone of the spleen are frequent find-
ings in Ebola virus-infected cynomolgus and rhesus 
macaques.107,109,230,239,244

AHF infections are characterized by significant 
changes in markers of blood coagulation and fibrino-
lysis, including thrombin-antithrombin complexes, 
prothrombin fragments, protein C, D-dimers, tissue 
plasminogen activator, and plasminogen activator 
inhibitor-1.237 Increased fibrinogen levels were de-
tected in a study of 32 AHF patients, but FDPs were 
not detected, and DIC did not appear to be a relevant 
factor in these cases.233 Three of 12 AHF cases showed 
intravascular fibrin thrombi and clinical features 
consistent with DIC.138 Neotropical primates experi-
mentally infected with Junin virus showed an increase 
in the prothrombin time and increases in circulating 
levels of fibrinogen and FDPs.236 Prolongation of the 
activated partial thromboplastin time was noted in rhe-
sus monkeys experimentally infected with Machupo 
virus, but evidence for DIC was inconclusive because 
of equivocal changes in fibrinogen levels and levels 
of FDPs.235 Microscopic evidence of DIC was noted in 
only 1 of 10 rhesus monkeys experimentally infected 
with Machupo virus.139

Evidence of DIC has been reported in fatal cases of 
CCHF. Values for prothrombin ratio, prothrombin time, 
activated partial thromboplastin time, and FDPs were 
grossly elevated in 15 fatal cases, but fibrinogen and 
hemoglobin levels were depressed.151 Many of these 
clinical pathologic changes were evident at an early 
stage of disease and had a highly predictive value for 
fatal outcome in the 35 monitored cases. Experimental 
infection of rhesus monkeys with RVF virus does not 
produce a uniformly lethal disease. However, as in hu-
man cases, the degree of hemorrhagic manifestations 
is associated with fatal outcome. Not surprisingly, 

changes in circulating levels of clotting factors, acti-
vated partial thromboplastin time, prothrombin time, 
FDPs, and evidence of DIC were more prominent in 
3 of 17 RVF virus-infected monkeys that succumbed 
to challenge than animals that survived.150,152 Multiple 
fibrin thrombi were present within the glomeruli and 
small intertubular vessels of these experimentally 
infected rhesus monkeys. In addition, fibrillar mate-
rial that stained positive for fibrinogen was abundant 
in the spleen. Biochemical evidence of DIC has been 
noted in about half of the cases of Korean HF,245 and 
microscopic evidence of alveolar fibrin was reported 
in cases of HPS.246 DIC also appears to play a role in 
yellow fever; changes in clotting and prothrombin 
times, clotting factors, fibrinogen levels, and FDPs 
have been reported.116,247

DIC does not appear to be involved in Lassa fever. 
Microscopic hemorrhagic diathesis is rare, and the 
absence of fibrin thrombi correlates with generally nor-
mal measurements of coagulation mechanisms.140,240 In 
one report, however, splenic necrosis that centered in 
the marginal zone was accompanied by the deposition 
of fibrin.140 In rhesus monkeys experimentally infected 
with Lassa virus, several groups reported no changes 
in circulating levels of clotting factors and no evidence 
of DIC.105,162,241

The mechanism (or mechanisms) for triggering the 
coagulation abnormalities seen in VHF has not been 
fully delineated. Some of the latest studies on Ebola 
virus have begun to shed light on the pathogenesis of 
coagulation system dysregulation and suggest that 
development of coagulation abnormalities might oc-
cur much earlier than previously thought. Although 
it is likely that the coagulopathy seen in Ebola HF is 
caused by multiple factors, particularly during the later 
stages of disease, recent data strongly implicate tissue 
factor expression/release from Ebola-infected mono-
cytes and macrophages as a key factor that induces the 
development of coagulation irregularities.239 Levels of 
expression of tissue factor may also be affected by the 
production of proinflammatory cytokines, which (as 
noted previously) are induced in most HF viral infec-
tions. For example, IL-6 has been shown to effectively 
upregulate expression of tissue factor on monocyte248,249 

and endothelial cells.250 Ruf recently reviewed the role 
of tissue factor in VHFs.251 Other factors speculated 
to contribute to the coagulopathy seen in Ebola HF 
include impairment of the fibrinolytic system as evi-
denced by rapid declines in plasma levels of protein 
C during the course of infection in cynomolgus mon-
keys.239 Reduced plasma levels of protein C were also 
seen in AHF patients.237 Future studies are needed to 
further define and clarify the role of tissue factor and 
the protein C system in VHF.
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Future Directions in Pathogenesis

Several recent developments in biomolecular 
technology will play major roles in future studies 
designed to elucidate the molecular mechanisms of 
these devastating diseases. One key breakthrough has 
been the successful development of reverse genetics 
systems for the generation of many HF viruses in-
cluding infectious Ebola virus,252,253 Marburg virus,254 
CCHF virus,255 RVF virus,256 and yellow fever virus.257 
These infectious clone systems will have a tremen-
dous impact on the ability to identify key regulatory 
elements and structure–function relationships in the 
HF viral life cycles. Another technology that will fa-
cilitate the ability to dissect the pathogenesis of HF 
viral infection is cDNA microarrays. A genomic view 
of systemic interactions that occur during HF viral 

infection will provide clues to important host–virus 
interactions. A recent application of cDNA microar-
rays to experimental Ebola virus infections in non-
human primates revealed prominent induction of 
NFk-β and tumor necrosis factor-α–regulated genes 
for Ebola, in contrast to negligible expression during 
variola virus infection.258 Similarly, another recent 
microarray analysis demonstrated that Ebola and 
Marburg virus infection of human liver cells in vitro 
resulted in changes in expression of many genes as-
sociated with the immune system, coagulation, and 
acute-phase proteins.259 Comparative analysis among 
the VHFs, which may reveal differentially expressed 
genes unique to each agent, could have diagnostic 
utility by identifying markers of disease progression 
and predictors of outcome, as well as improving the 
understanding of disease pathogenesis.

DIAGNOSIS

Differential Diagnosis

In the event of a covert bioterrorist attack, a high 
degree of suspicion would be required for any real-
istic chance of rapid VHF diagnosis. Whether clini-
cians would initially recognize VHF is unclear, but 
a cluster of such cases would likely alert clinicians 
to this possibility. Under natural conditions, these 
viruses have a geographically restricted distribution 
linked to the ecology of the reservoir species and 
vectors; thus, a detailed travel history is critical in 
making the VHF diagnosis. Patients with arenaviral 
or hantaviral infections often recall seeing rodents 
during the presumed incubation period; however, as 
the viruses spread to humans by aerosolized excreta 
or environmental contamination, actual contact with 
the reservoir is not necessary. Large mosquito popula-
tions are common during the seasons when RVF virus 
and the flaviviruses are transmitted, but a history of 
mosquito bite is sufficiently common to be of little as-
sistance in making a diagnosis, whereas tick bites or 
nosocomial exposures are of some significance when 
CCHF is suspected. History of exposure to animals in 
slaughterhouses should raise suspicions of RVF and 
CCHF in a patient with VHF.

The variable clinical presentation of these diseases 
presents a major diagnostic challenge. VHF should 
be suspected in any patient presenting with a severe 
febrile illness and evidence of vascular involvement 
(subnormal blood pressure, postural hypotension, 
petechiae, hemorrhagic diathesis, flushing of the face 
and chest, nondependent edema), who has traveled 
to an endemic area or to someplace where intelligence 
suggests a biological warfare or terror threat. Signs 

and symptoms suggesting additional organ system 
involvement are common (headache, photophobia, 
pharyngitis, cough, nausea or vomiting, diarrhea, 
constipation, abdominal pain, hyperesthesia, dizzi-
ness, confusion, and tremor), but they rarely domi-
nate the picture. The macular eruption characteristic 
of Marburg and Ebola HFs has considerable clinical 
importance.

As previously noted, laboratory findings can be 
helpful, although they vary from disease to disease, 
and summarization is difficult. Leukopenia may be 
suggestive, but in some patients, white blood cell 
counts may be normal or even elevated. Thrombocy-
topenia is a component of most VHF diseases, but to a 
varying extent. In some patients, platelet counts may 
be near normal, and platelet function tests are required 
to explain the bleeding diathesis. A positive tourniquet 
test has been particularly useful in diagnosing dengue 
HF, but this sign may be associated with other VHFs 
as well. Proteinuria or hematuria or both are common 
in VHF, and their absence virtually rules out AHF, 
Bolivian HF, and HFRS. Hematocrits are usually nor-
mal, and if there is sufficient loss of vascular integrity, 
perhaps mixed with dehydration, hematocrits may be 
increased. Soluble cytosolic liver-associated enzymes 
such as aspartate aminotransferase are frequently 
elevated. HF viruses are not primarily hepatotropic, 
but the liver is involved, and an elevated aspartate 
aminotransferase may help to distinguish VHF from 
a simple febrile disease.

For much of the world, the major differential di-
agnosis is malaria. Parasitemia in patients partially 
immune to malaria does not prove that malaria is 
responsible for symptoms. Typhoid fever, rickettsial, 
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and leptospiral diseases are major confounding infec-
tions; nontyphoidal salmonellosis, shigellosis, relaps-
ing fever, fulminant hepatitis, and meningococcemia 
are some of the other important diagnoses to exclude. 
Establishing the cause of DIC is difficult and often 
confusing. Many conditions that cause DIC, such as 
acute leukemia, lupus erythematosus, idiopathic or 
thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura, and hemolytic 
uremic syndrome, could be mistaken for VHF.

Specific Diagnosis

Definitive diagnosis in an individual case rests on 
specific virological diagnosis. Most patients have readily 
detectable viremia at presentation (the exception is those 
with hantaviral infections). Infectious virus and viral 
antigens can be detected and identified by many assays 
of fresh or frozen serum or plasma samples or whole 
blood. Likewise, early immunoglobulin M antibody 
responses to the VHF-causing agents can be detected 
by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs), 
often during the acute illness. Diagnosis by viral culti-
vation and identification requires 3 to 10 days for most 
VHFs (longer for the hantaviruses); with the exception 
of dengue, specialized microbiologic containment is 
required for safely handling these viruses.260 Appropri-
ate precautions should be observed in collecting, han-
dling, shipping, and processing diagnostic samples (see 
“Packaging Protocols for Biological Agents/Diseases” 
at http://www.bt.cdc.gov/agent/vhf/index.asp). Both 

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and 
the US Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious 
Diseases (USAMRIID, Fort Detrick, Maryland) have 
diagnostic laboratories operating at the maximum bio-
safety level 4. Virus isolation should not be attempted 
without biosafety level 4 containment.

In contrast, most antigen-capture and antibody-
detection ELISAs for these agents can be performed 
with samples that have been inactivated by treatment 
with beta-propiolactone261 or gamma rays. Diagnostic 
tests based on reverse transcriptase polymerase chain 
reaction (RT-PCR) technology are safely performed on 
samples after RNA extraction using guanidium-based 
solutions. RT-PCR has been successfully applied to the 
real-time diagnosis of most of the VHF agents and is 
now the most widely used assay for identifying sus-
pected VHF.262-266 Recently, a multiplex PCR assay in 
which microbial gene products are coded by a library 
of 64 distinct mass tags was developed and shown to be 
capable of differentiating 10 different agents of VHF.267 
RT-PCR is particularly useful in cases where isolation 
of the infectious virus is difficult or impractical. RT-PCR 
has proven to be extremely valuable, for example, with 
HPS, in which Sin Nombre virus was recognized by PCR 
months before it was finally isolated in culture.20 In cases 
where the identity of an agent causing suspected VHF 
is completely unknown, isolation in cell culture and 
direct visualization by electron microscopy, followed 
by identification by immunohistochemical procedures 
is frequently successful.1,268 Filoviruses and arenavi-

Fig. 13-8. Immunohistochemical staining for hemorrhagic 
fever viral antigens. (a) Pancreas from a fatal human case 
of Marburg hemorrhagic fever (Ravn strain). Note that Marburg virus–positive staining (red) is limited to the pancreatic 
islet, with multifocal distribution within the islet. (Streptavidin-alkaline phosphatase method, section counterstained with 
hematoxylin; original magnification x 20.) (b) Liver of a rhesus monkey experimentally infected with Marburg virus (Angola 
strain). Note intense and widespread Marburg virus–positive staining (brown) of hepatocytes with little immunostaining in 
portal area. (Immunoperoxidase method, original magnification x 10.) 
Photograph b: Courtesy of LTC Tom Larsen, Pathology Division, US Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases, 
Fort Detrick, Maryland.

a b
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ruses induce intracytoplasmic viral inclusions that are 
morphologically unique to each viral family. Moreover, 
Ebola and Marburg viruses can be distinguished from 
each other by their distinctive viral inclusion material269; 
trained microscopists can distinguish these filoviral 
genera by the size and shape of the viral particles.269 
Immunohistochemical stains can be used to detect HF 

viruses in tissue sections. The application of immuno-
histochemical stains to skin specimens can provide a 
comparatively rapid diagnosis.270 Immunohistochemi-
cal techniques are also useful for retrospective diagnosis 
of formalin-fixed tissues, where viral antigens can be 
detected and identified using batteries of specific im-
mune sera and monoclonal antibodies (Figure 13-8).

MEDICAL MANAGEMENT

Patients with VHF syndrome require close super-
vision, and some require intensive care. Because the 
pathogenesis of VHF is not entirely understood and 
availability of antiviral drugs is limited, treatment 
is largely supportive. This care is essentially the 
same as the conventional care given to patients with 
other causes of multisystem failure. The challenge 
with VHF patients is to provide this support while 
minimizing the risk of infection to other patients and 
medical personnel.

Supportive Care

Patients with VHF syndrome generally benefit from 
rapid, atraumatic hospitalization to prevent unneces-
sary damage to the fragile capillary bed. Transporting 
these patients, especially by air, is usually contrain-
dicated because of the effects of drastic changes in 
ambient pressure on lung water balance. Frequently 
patients manifest restlessness, confusion, myalgia, and 
hyperesthesia; these conditions should be managed by 
reassurance and other supportive measures, including 
the judicious use of sedatives, pain relief, and amnestic 
medications.

Secondary infections are common and should be 
sought and aggressively treated. Concomitant malaria 
should be treated aggressively with a treatment regi-
men known to be effective against the geographical 
strain of the parasite; however, the presence of malaria, 
particularly in immune individuals, should not pre-
clude management of the patient for VHF syndrome 
if such treatment is clinically indicated.

Intravenous lines, catheters, and other invasive 
techniques should be avoided unless they are clearly 
indicated for appropriate management of the patient. 
Attention should be given to pulmonary toilet, the 
usual measures to prevent superinfection, and the 
provision of supplemental oxygen. Treatment with 
steroids or other agents that cause generalized immu-
nosuppression has no empirical basis and is contrain-
dicated, except possibly in treatment of HFRS.

The diffuse nature of the vascular pathological 
process may lead to a requirement for support of 
several organ systems. Myocardial lesions detected 

at autopsy reflect cardiac insufficiency antemortem. 
Pulmonary insufficiency may develop, and, par-
ticularly with yellow fever, hepatorenal syndrome 
is prominent.35

Treatment of Bleeding

The management of bleeding in VHF cases is 
controversial. Uncontrolled clinical observations 
support vigorous administration of fresh frozen 
plasma, clotting factor concentrates, and platelets, 
as well as early use of heparin for prophylaxis of 
DIC. In the absence of definitive evidence of VHF 
disease or DIC, mild bleeding manifestations should 
not be treated. More severe hemorrhage requires 
appropriate replacement therapy. When there is 
definitive laboratory confirmation of DIC, heparin 
therapy may be considered if appropriate laboratory 
support is available. Supportive strategies directed 
toward inhibiting coagulation activation may be 
warranted and have been shown to be beneficial in 
experimental and initial clinical studies.271 Many new 
modalities to manage the pronounced coagulopathy 
that typifies many VHFs are being evaluated, most 
notably in nonhuman primate models of Ebola HF 
(discussed below).

Treatment of Hypotension and Shock

Management of hypotension and shock is dif-
ficult. Patients often are modestly dehydrated from 
heat, fever, anorexia, vomiting, and diarrhea, in any 
combination. There is extensive loss of intravascular 
volume through hemorrhage and increased vas-
cular permeability.272 Nevertheless, these patients 
often respond poorly to fluid infusions and readily 
develop pulmonary edema, possibly from myocar-
dial impairment and increased pulmonary vascular 
permeability. Asanguineous fluids (either colloid or 
crystalloid solutions) should be given, with caution. 
Although it has never been evaluated critically for 
VHFs, dopamine might be the agent of choice for 
patients with shock who are unresponsive to fluid re-
placement. Alpha-adrenergic vasoconstricting agents 
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have not been clinically helpful except when emergent  
intervention to treat profound hypotension is nec-
essary. Vasodilators have not been systematically 
evaluated. Pharmacological doses of corticosteroids 
(eg, methylprednisolone 30 mg/kg) provide another 
possible, but untested, therapeutic modality in treat-
ing shock.

Isolation and Containment

Patients with VHF syndrome (with the exception 
of dengue and classical hantavirus disease) generally 
have significant quantities of virus in their blood, 
and perhaps in other secretions as well. Secondary 
infections among contacts and medical personnel 
not parenterally exposed are well documented. Thus, 
caution is needed when evaluating and treating pa-
tients with suspected VHF syndrome. Overreaction 
by medical personnel is inappropriate and detrimen-
tal to both the patient and staff, but it is prudent to 
provide isolation measures as rigorous as feasible.273 
At a minimum, isolation measures should include 
the following:

	 •	 Restricted access to the patient and use of 
stringent barrier nursing including mask, 
gown, glove, and needle precautions.

	 •	 Proper hazard labeling of all specimens sub-
mitted to the clinical laboratory with notifica-
tion of appropriate clinical personnel.

	 •	 Proper disposal of all material within the 
isolation room by autoclaving or liberal disin-
fection of contaminated materials using such 
disinfectants as hypochlorite or phenols.

For more intensive care, however, increased precau-
tions are recommended. Members of the patient-care 
team should be limited to a small number of selected, 
trained individuals, and special care should be directed 
toward eliminating all parenteral exposures. Use of 
endoscopy, respirators, arterial catheters, routine blood 
sampling, and extensive laboratory analysis increases 
opportunities for aerosol dissemination of infectious 
blood and body fluids. For medical personnel, wearing 
flexible plastic hoods equipped with battery-powered 
blowers provides excellent protection of the mucous 
membranes and airways.

PREVENTION AND CONTROL

Active Vaccination

With the possible exception of yellow fever, out-
breaks of VHF have been relatively infrequent, small 
in size compared to other infectious diseases, and con-
fined largely to remote geographic locales; quarantine 
of sick patients has been effective in controlling epi-
demics. In the past, this small global market has gen-
erated little commercial interest for developing VHF 
vaccines. However, the increased concern about the 
potential of these viruses as biological weapons and the 
recent attention drawn to outbreaks of emerging and 
reemerging viruses, such as the 2004–2005 epidemic 
of Marburg HF in Angola, has dramatically changed 
perspectives on the need for VHF vaccines.

The only established and licensed virus-specific 
vaccine available against any of the HF viruses is the 
yellow fever live attenuated 17D vaccine, which is 
mandatory for travelers to endemic areas of Africa and 
South America (Table 13-2).274 For prophylaxis against 
AHF virus, a live attenuated Junin vaccine strain 
(Candid #1) was developed at USAMRIID275 as part 
of an international cooperative project (USAMRIID- 
Pan American Health Organization) and is available 
as an investigational new drug (IND). Candid #1 was 
proven to be effective in phase III studies in Argen-
tina,276 and plans are proceeding to obtain a new drug 
license. Candid #1 elicits high levels of protective 

antibodies lasting 9 years in approximately 90% of 
the people vaccinated with a single dose. This vaccine 
also protects against Bolivian HF in experimentally 
infected primates. Two IND vaccines were developed 
against RVF: a formalin-inactivated vaccine that 
requires three boosters, which has been in use for 
20 years, and a live attenuated RVF viral strain (MP-
12). The inactivated vaccine has been administered 
to laboratory workers and appears to be safe and 
efficacious, but the ability to produce this vaccine in 
the United States no longer exists.277

For the hantaviruses, five commercially available 
vaccines are being produced in China,278 but these 
vaccines are not generally considered acceptable by 
United States standards. Another USAMRIID product, 
a genetically engineered vaccinia construct expressing 
hantaviral structural proteins, is in phase II safety test-
ing in US volunteers. A formalin-inactivated Kyasanur 
forest disease vaccine was protective in field trials in 
India.279 For dengue, many live attenuated strains of 
all four serotypes are entering phase II efficacy testing. 
However, none of the vaccines in phase I or II IND 
status will be available as licensed products soon. 

For the remaining VHF agents, availability of ef-
fective vaccines is more distant but possible. As with 
the VHFs noted above, early attempts to develop 
vaccines against these viruses were based on classical 
approaches directed primarily at using inactivated 
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whole virion preparations as vaccines.280,281 Results 
from these studies were inconsistent and in general 
were unsuccessful. Recent VHF vaccine development 

has been concentrated on various recombinant vectors 
for expression of VHF-encoded proteins in various 
combinations to induce protective immunity, and 

TABLE 13-2

PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF VIRAL HEMORRHAGIC FEVERS IN HUMANS

Virus Family
	 Genus Disease Preventive Vaccine Treatment

Arenaviridae
 Arenavirus	 Lassa fever None Supportive, Ribavirin5

  Argentine HF IND1,2  Supportive, Ribavirin,6,7 immune plasma8

  Bolivian HF None* Supportive, Ribavirin,9 immune plasma9

  Brazilian HF None Supportive, Ribavirin10

  Venezuelan HF None Supportive, Ribavirin?

Bunyaviridae
 Nairovirus	 Crimean-Congo HF None Supportive, Ribavirin11-13

 Phlebovirus	 Rift Valley fever IND3  Supportive, Ribavirin14

 Hantavirus	 HFRS None† Supportive, Ribavirin14,15

Filoviridae
 Ebolavirus	 Ebola HF None Supportive, rNAPc216‡

 Marburgvirus	 Marburg HF None Supportive

Flaviviridae
 Flavivirus	 Dengue HF None Supportive
  Yellow fever Licensed4  Supportive
  Omsk HF None Supportive
  Kyasanur forest disease None Supportive

*Junin Candid #1 vaccine protects nonhuman primates against Bolivan HF.
†Several vaccines are commercially available in China.
‡A treatment in this case may have some utility but the value is untested and unknown.
HF: hemorrhagic fever
HFRS: hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome
IND: investigational new drug
Data sources: (1) McKee KT Jr, Barrera-Oro JG, Kuehne AI, Spisso JA, Mahlandt BG. Candid No. 1 Argentine hemorrhagic fever vaccineCandid No. 1 Argentine hemorrhagic fever vaccine 
protects against lethal Junin virus challenge in rhesus macaques. Intervirology. 1992;34:154–163. (2) Maiztegui JI, McKee KT Jr, Barrera-Oro JG,2) Maiztegui JI, McKee KT Jr, Barrera-Oro JG, 
et al. Protective efficacy of a live attenuated vaccine against Argentine hemorrhagic fever. AHF Study Group.Protective efficacy of a live attenuated vaccine against Argentine hemorrhagic fever. AHF Study Group. J Infect Dis. 1998;177:277–283. 
(3) Pittman PR, Liu CT, Cannon TL, et al. Immunogenicity of an inactivated Rift Valley fever vaccine in humans.Pittman PR, Liu CT, Cannon TL, et al. Immunogenicity of an inactivated Rift Valley fever vaccine in humans.Immunogenicity of an inactivated Rift Valley fever vaccine in humans. Vaccine. 1999;18:181–189. 
(4) Monath TP. Yellow fever vaccine. Expert Rev Vaccines. 2005;4:553–574. (5) McCormick JB, King IJ, Webb PA, et al. Lassa fever. Effective 
therapy with ribavirin. N Engl J Med. 1986;314:20–26. (6) Enria DA, Briggiler AM, Levis S, Vallejos D, Maiztegui JI, Canonico PG. Tolerance 
and antiviral effect of ribavirin in patients with Argentine hemorrhagic fever. Antiviral Res. 1987;7:353–359. (7) McKee KT Jr, Huggins JW, 
Trahan CJ, Mahlandt BG. Ribavirin prophylaxis and therapy for experimental argentine hemorrhagic fever. Antimicrob Agents Chemother. 
1988;32:1304–1309. (8) Enria DA, Briggiler AM, Fernandez NJ, Levis SC, Maiztegui JI. Importance of dose of neutralizing antibodies in treat-Enria DA, Briggiler AM, Fernandez NJ, Levis SC, Maiztegui JI. Importance of dose of neutralizing antibodies in treat-Importance of dose of neutralizing antibodies in treat-
ment of Argentine hemorrhagic fever with immune plasma. Lancet. 1984;2:255–256. (9) Kilgore PE, Ksiazek TG, Rollin PE, et al. Treatment 
of Bolivian hemorrhagic fever with intravenous ribavirin. Clin Infect Dis. 1997;24:718–722. (10) Barry M, Russi M, Armstrong L, et al. Brief 
report: treatment of a laboratory-acquired Sabia virus infection. N Engl J Med. 1995;333:294–296. (11) Ergonul O, Celikbas A, Dokuzoguz B, 
Eren S, Baykam N, Esener H. Characteristics of patients with Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever in a recent outbreak in Turkey and impact 
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tested for protective efficacy in animal models of 
VHF. Vaccination with recombinant vaccinia viruses 
expressing Lassa viral proteins successfully protected 
a majority of cynomolgus and rhesus monkeys from 
lethal Lassa fever.177,282 However, a similar strategy 
using the recombinant vaccinia virus platform as a 
vaccine for Ebola virus failed to confer any protection 
to nonhuman primates against lethal Ebola HF.244 
One especially promising strategy has been the use of 
adenovirus vectors expressing Ebola GP and/or NP 
genes to protect monkeys against lethal Ebola chal-
lenge.283-285 This platform should be readily adaptable 
to other HF viruses, and a multivalent VHF vaccine is a 
plausible possibility. An alternative presentation strat-
egy uses an attenuated vesicular stomatitis virus vector 
expressing the HF viral glycoprotein of interest. This 
strategy has successfully protected monkeys against 
lethal Ebola challenge,286 Marburg challenge,286 and 
Lassa challenges.287 Other vaccination strategies are 
under investigation, including virus-like particles288,289 
and alphavirus replicons.244,290 One technical obstacle 
to the development of a multivalent VHF vaccine is 
the potential for prior immunity to the vector, either 
through natural exposure or prior vaccination, to in-
hibit immunogenicity.

Postexposure Vaccination

Efforts to develop preventive vaccines against the 
HF viruses, particularly Ebola, Marburg, and Lassa 
viruses, have been the most encouraging. Even more 
encouraging is a result from a recent study in rhesus 
monkeys showing that the vaccine system based on 
recombinant vesicular stomatitis virus may not only 
have utility as a potent preventive vaccine but may also 
have potential as a postexposure modality.291 Recom-
binant vesicular stomatitis virus vectors expressing 
the Marburg virus glycoprotein were administered 
to five macaques 20 to 30 minutes after a high-dose 
lethal injection of homologous Marburg virus. Three 
animals served as Marburg-positive controls and 
received nonspecific vectors. All five rhesus monkeys 
that were treated with the specific Marburg vectors as 
a postexposure treatment survived a high-dose lethal 
challenge of Marburg, but all of the control animals 
developed fulminant disease and died from the Mar-
burg challenge. These results clearly warrant further 
investigation and potentially provide a new paradigm 
for treating HF viral infections.

Specific Antiviral Therapy

No antiviral drugs are approved by the US Food 
and Drug Administration for treating the VHFs. 
Treatment is primarily by supportive management 

and palliative care with particular attention given to 
maintenance of hydration, circulatory volume, blood 
pressure, and the provision of supplemental oxygen. 
There is a critical need for the development of effective 
therapies to respond to outbreaks of VHF in Africa 
and South America and to counter potential acts of 
bioterrorism. In addition, the recent death of a Russian 
scientist after an accidental exposure to Ebola virus292 
emphasizes the need for medical countermeasures for 
postexposure prophylaxis. Considering the aggressive 
nature of VHF infections, in particular the rapid and 
overwhelming viral burdens, early diagnosis plays 
a significant role in determining the success of any 
intervention strategy.

Development of effective therapies has been slow 
for many reasons, including little commercial interest 
and the need for special containment facilities for safe 
research. In addition, development of antivirals has 
been problematic because of the rapid and tremen-
dous increase in viral loads during the acute phase of 
illness. For example, viremia during the acute phase 
of Ebola infection of humans or nonhuman primates 
typically exceeds 6.5 log10 plaque-forming units (pfu)/
mL of sera,25 and in nonhuman primates viremia can 
go from less than 2.0 log10 pfu/mL to over 5.0 log10 
pfu/mL in 24 hours.114 Thus, a 50% inhibition of virus 
load may be insignificant in controlling the infection. 
Additionally, nonhuman primate models indicate that 
compounds that significantly inhibit Ebola replication 
in vitro or in rodents293 may have little efficacy when 
used in monkeys.294

Ribavirin, a nonimmunosuppressive nucleoside 
analogue with broad antiviral properties,295 is of 
proven value for some VHF agents. Ribavirin was 
shown to reduce mortality from Lassa fever in high-
risk patients,296 and it presumably decreases morbid-
ity in all patients with Lassa fever, for whom current 
recommendations are to treat initially with ribavirin 
30 mg/kg, administered intravenously, followed by 15 
mg/kg every 6 hours for 4 days, and then 7.5 mg/kg 
every 8 hours for an additional 6 days.273 Treatment is 
most effective if begun within 7 days of onset; lower 
intravenous doses or oral administration of 2 g fol-
lowed by 1 g per day for 10 days also may be useful. 
Although oral ribavirin is approved by the US Food 
and Drug Administration for treating chronic hepatitis 
C virus infection in combination with IFN-α, intrave-
nous ribavirin is of limited availability in the United 
States. Oral ribavirin is manufactured by ICN Phar-
maceuticals Inc (Costa Mesa, Calif) for compassionate 
use under an IND application.

The primary adverse effects caused by ribavirin 
have been anemia and hyperbilirubinemia related to a 
mild hemolysis and reversible block of erythropoiesis. 
The anemia did not require transfusions or cessation 
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of therapy in the published Sierra Leone study296 or 
in subsequent unpublished limited trials in West 
Africa. Ribavirin, which is contraindicated in preg-
nant women, is classified as a pregnancy category X 
drug.297 However, in VHF cases of unknown etiol-
ogy or secondary to an Arenavirus or RVF virus, the 
benefits of treatment are likely to outweigh any fetal 
risk. Safety of oral or intravenous ribavirin in infants 
and children has not been established; aerosolized 
ribavirin has been approved by the Food and Drug 
Administration to treat respiratory syncytial virus 
infection in children.

A similar dose of ribavirin initiated within 4 days 
of disease is efficacious in patients with HFRS.298,299 In 
Argentina, ribavirin can reduce virological parameters 
of Junin virus infection,300 and is now used routinely as 
an adjunct to immune plasma. Unfortunately, ribavirin 
does not penetrate the brain and is expected to protect 
only against the visceral, and not the neurological, 
phase of Junin infection.301

Small studies investigating the use of ribavirin in 
treating Bolivian HF and CCHF have been promis-
ing,155,302-304 as have preclinical studies for RVF.298 
Conversely, ribavirin is ineffective against both the 
filoviruses and the flaviviruses, although a recent 
study with experimental animals suggests that ribavi-
rin may have some therapeutic utility against yellow 
fever.305 Ribavirin is approved for use in treating VHF 
caused by arenaviruses and bunyaviruses, but not 
filoviruses, under the compassionate use provisions 
for INDs. Ribavirin was successfully used to treat a 
laboratory-acquired Sabia virus infection.306

Different preparations of type I IFNs were used 
in many studies to determine their utility in treating 
VHFs, with little success.307-309 At the moment, the 
type I IFNs appear to have little role in therapy, with 
the possible exception of RVF, in which fatal HF has 
been associated with low IFN responses in laboratory 
animals.310 Exogenous IFN-γ was also shown to hold 
promise for treating RVF infections311; its role in treat-
ing other VHFs is unknown.

Several anti-gene strategies, including approaches 
based on phosphorodiamidate morpholino oligomers 
and small interfering RNAs, have been successfully 
used to protect rodents against Ebola HF312-314; how-
ever, as mentioned previously, further interest in these 
strategies is critically dependent on demonstration of 
postexposure protection in the more stringent nonhu-
man primate models.

Immunoprophylaxis and Immunotherapy

Passive immunotherapy has been attempted for 
treating the diseases caused by VHFs owing to the 
limited availability of effective antiviral drugs. Stud-

ies and case reports describing successes and clinical 
utility149,315-322 are frequently tempered by more sys-
tematic studies, where efficacy is less obvious or of no 
benefit.296,323,324 In the case of dengue virus, passively 
treating rhesus monkeys with antibody to dengue type 
2 virus was associated with enhanced dengue type 2 
replication.325 For all HF viruses, the benefit of passive 
treatment seems to be correlated with the concentration 
of neutralizing antibodies, which are readily induced 
by some, but not all, of these viruses.322,326-328

Argentine HF responds to antibody therapy with 
two or more units of convalescent plasma that contain 
adequate amounts of neutralizing antibody (or an 
equivalent amount of immune globulin), provided 
that treatment is initiated within 8 days of onset.316 
Antibody therapy is also beneficial for treating Boliv-
ian HF.303 Efficacy of immune plasma for treating Lassa 
fever327 and CCHF328 is limited by low neutralizing 
antibody titers and the consequent need for careful 
donor selection.

In the future, passive treatment strategies with re-
combinant human monoclonal antibodies may have 
utility against the VHF agents given the potential 
benefit of passive treatment described in many stud-
ies.316,321,322 In HFRS, a passive treatment approach is 
contraindicated for therapy because an active immune 
response is usually already evolving in most patients 
when they are first recognized, although plasma con-
taining neutralizing antibodies has been used empiri-
cally in prophylaxis of high-risk exposures.

Modulation of the Host Immune Response

In addition to therapies that are directed toward 
inhibiting viral replication, strategies to modulate the 
host response or mitigate the effects of disease may 
have some utility and should be actively pursued. 
Two patients infected with Marburg virus in 1975 
were given vigorous supportive treatment and pro-
phylactic heparin.135 This apparent success inspired 
the use of heparin to treat one of the Ebola patients in 
the original 1976 outbreak in Zaire243; unfortunately, 
this was unsuccessful. An alternative strategy for 
Ebola is inhibition of the procoagulant tissue factor 
pathway. The basis for this speculation is that Ebola 
virus infection induces overexpression of tissue fac-
tor in primate monocytes and macrophages.239 Based 
on these data, it was postulated that blocking factor 
VIIa/tissue factor might be beneficial after Ebola in-
fection.230 In a preliminary study, nine Ebola-infected 
monkeys were treated with a protein, recombinant 
nematode anticoagulant protein c2 (rNAPc2), which 
prevents blood clotting, and three Ebola-infected 
monkeys were given a placebo control.230 Three of 
the nine treated animals survived, but all three that 
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were given the placebo control died. In addition, 
there was a significant delay in death in treated ani-
mals that succumbed to the Ebola challenge. Because 
Ebola infection is nearly 100% fatal in monkeys and 
kills up to 90% of infected humans, a 33% survival 
rate for one of the most virulent diseases known is 
a significant step forward in beginning to develop 

ways to combat such pathogens. Other study results 
include the observation that protection of animals 
was associated with antithrombotic and antiinflam-
matory effects of the drug, suggesting that strategies 
that modulate the proinflammatory response may 
have some therapeutic utility and warrant further 
investigation.

SUMMARY

During the past decade, extensive coverage has 
been allocated, in both the popular press and scientific 
media, to agents causing VHF. Additional information 
on the VHFs is contained in recent review articles and 
book chapters.53,329-332 Some of these viruses may be 
exploitable as agents of terrorism because they are 
highly infectious, especially by aerosol, and produce 
high morbidity and mortality, especially in populations 
with no prior exposure or herd immunity. Although 
these viruses vary in their intrinsic attributes and 

potential use as weapons, all can be introduced into 
naive populations via natural processes, with fearsome 
consequences. Increased concern about such natural or 
unnatural introductions has driven increased invest-
ment in basic research and construction of a network 
of biocontainment laboratories. The dividend will be 
a more fundamental understanding of the disease 
processes associated with these infections and identifi-
cation of potential targets for antiviral drugs, vaccines, 
and generic countermeasures.
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